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Chairman’s Message
Australian sheep and lamb producers are supporting the global clamour to control COVID-19 along with the need to save human life,
but they are also right to be concerned at the potential of this pandemic to inflict lasting damage on their industry – and our economy.
We are already on knife’s edge with still declining sheep numbers in Australia and New Zealand – and remain at the mercy of markets
and governments that often influence where and how we will trade our red meat product. Incredibly this is in a scenario where
demand is galloping ahead of global supply and where any further erosion of flock numbers will be very costly.
Australian politicians even went public recently with the concern that Chinese investors would survive the global crisis in better shape
than those of us in the West, putting the foreigners in a prime position to scoop up cheap assets. That could prove a highly negative
outcome for a sheep industry that is battling to lift its flock numbers above critical mass against a national backdrop of drought,
increased cropping, some of Australia’s worst ever bushfires and wildly fluctuating equity levels/operating costs. Any serious new
official intrusion into the meat processing industry must therefore be directed to ensuring the quickest, most successful outcome at
the lowest possible cost.
The pandemic must also serve to deliver new lasting rules of engagement for industries such as ours as to how we handle future crises
– because we can no longer remain so badly exposed to threats of such catastrophic damage, despite the impeccable hygiene
standards we must maintain. WAMMCO will continue to work closely with its federal body, the Australian Meat Industry Council and
with producer groups to ensure that our strategic meat processing interests are protected to the hilt from any new threats raised by
this pandemic.
There is also a pressing need for all producers to remain positive and I appeal to all of you to maintain or expand your sheep and lamb
activities as widely as possible. Every extra lamb you can produce will be a bonus for
your industry as well as yourself because it will help to bridge the growing global
sheepmeat shortage.
WAMMCO is riding the crest of exciting new demand for both its lamb and mutton
product especially in North America, China, Europe and the Middle East. To take
advantage we must keep our doors open and our processing lines as full as possible.
As our shareholder, you also share this challenge.
Regards,
Craig Heggaton
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Essential Service Status For
Processors
Special plant surveillance and security measures and full compliance
with government regulations has been an early feature of
WAMMCO’s moves to keep its Katanning and Goulburn meat
processing plants fully operational, under the threat of COVID-19
disruption.

federal body, the Australian Meat Industry Council in its calls to
national and state governments for guarantees that continuity of the
meat supply to consumers is classed as an essential service during a
declared State of Emergency. We need critical assurances that any
business interruptions in the meat supply chain, due to COVID-19
are minimised in coming weeks and months.

Meat processors like WAMMCO invest major portions of our
resources maintaining some of the most stringent food hygiene and
safety standards in the world, but we need assurances that the meat
supply chain will get “Essential Service” status, subject to business
In a letter to shareholders on March 25, Chairman Craig Heggaton
continuity provisions. There would be global repercussions if any of
and myself assured producers that it would be ‘business as usual’ for Australia’s most respected food processors were to be in any way
livestock dealings and any other business with WAMMCO at the
impaired.
Katanning and Goulburn plants. “We hope we can keep this virus
Meanwhile, the challenges continue to match achievements of your
away from our workforce but will comply with government
Co-operative. Record drought and bushfires in the east and at
regulations if a case or cases require action.”
Katanning, rising animal activism and world trade uncertainty have
As Australia’s only export sheepmeats Co-operative, WAMMCO has been replaced for now on centre stage by the COVID-19 pandemic.
a number of special obligations when major precedents such as the Government attempts to contain the spread of the COVID-19 have
global COVID-19 pandemic arise.
already dismembered countless businesses and incurred many
billions of taxpayer dollars in new liability for business and jobs
Our first priority must be to safeguard with all our might, the sheep
compensation and welfare increases. We have loudly applauded the
and lamb members who supply our raw material. Without their
national, state and local governments in the roles they are playing
ongoing investment and dedication there could be no WAMMCO.
on flu, fire, drought and flood, and will seek a share of any
Without the price stability we have been able to offer, there would
compensation packages on offer to offset losses.
be fewer woolgrowers, stud ram breeders, commercial sheep
producers and certainly specialist feedlotters who maintain our
Katanning has continued to achieve record turn-over since the end
standards and make up the numbers.
of 2019, pushing high tallies for both lamb and mutton right through
into March. This performance coincided with the need of producers
to quit stock as dams and feed ran dangerously low in many areas of
the State. The WAMMCO guaranteed minimum price contract of
$7.40/kg, released in late September 2019 for delivery in January
2020 was quickly oversubscribed and rewarded long term believers
of the Co-operative. It also coincided with a major bushfire that may
But at the end of the day, the Co-operative must ensure it generates have been costly – or even terminal for WAMMCO – if not for the
enough profitable product - against a background of steadily
dedication of local emergency services in saving the Katanning plant
declining supply - to meet the runaway global demand for
on February 7 and 8.
sheepmeats.
We are finally looking to better times ahead in the east with signs of
Finally we must constantly adapt new technology to offset rising
a solid lambing season after several months of heavy rain broke the
production costs and to take advantage of new opportunities.
drought and cooled the bushfires of 2019. Our Goulburn plant staff
Success here has a major bearing on our ability to pay an annual
will be working with producers as they rebuild their flocks in 2020.
rebate to our members.
There has been a rebound in Chinese demand for both lamb and
If the COVID-19 crisis has had any positive impact at all for the meat mutton since the start of 2020, but food service sector demand
industry, it has been via the clear, surging consumer preference it
(restaurants etc) remains low in line with COVID-19 restraints worldhas identified for red meat. Accordingly, we are supporting our
wide on eating out. Our supermarket trade in North America,
Next are our 800 - person workforce at Katanning and Goulburn and
their role in presenting a product that sets a world benchmark.
Keeping those workers in safe, healthy condition, equipped and
trained to handle any challenge, is an ongoing challenge for
WAMMCO.
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Europe, and the Middle East has continued to underwrite record
production from Katanning, confirming a rise in global consumer
demand for red meat since the pandemic started.
We believe the WA sheep flock is still bouncing along at the bottom
of one of its lowest levels leaving demand for sheep and lambs well
ahead of supply in 2020. Solid early rains across WA in February/
March have raised hopes for a good lambing/growing season. High
livestock prices will again be good for producers, but will keep
pressure on our markets.

The COVID-19 threat to Australian food processors was now
universal, despite adherence to the world’s strictest meat processing
hygiene codes. It has even overshadowed a major bushfire at
Katanning that seriously threatened the WAMMCO plant early in
February.

WAMMCO’s Katanning Manager Tony Bessell said the decision to
bring a group of Pacific Island workers to Katanning had proved to be
a major timely bonus. “Our third group of Islanders arrived in WA
recently from Vanuatu and the Solomon islands, just ahead of
Australia’s COVID-19 border shutdown. We now employ a total of 30
A slide in Australia’s currency rate to below 60 c/$US for the first
young Islanders on special visas that require them to work at
time in many years will serve in some measure to offset the impact of
Katanning for a minimum three years. “They have already assisted us
our record livestock prices.
to smash daily production levels and set new product standards for
Regards,
quality and diversity,” Tony said.
Coll MacRury

Waning sheep and lamb supplies from late March are now coinciding
with the Co-operatives’ strong new focus on surveillance and security
protocols associated with the rising global COVID-19 pandemic. “We
have already tightened screening on all visits to the Katanning plant,
with the result that many contractors, suppliers and technicians may
no longer have access. This has resulted in WAMMCO’s decision to
defer commissioning of the new DEXA system at Katanning because
of the high number of visiting technicians required to bring the
system into operation. Other decisions will be made as required,”
Tony said.
Separately, lairage staff had raised concerns about a noticeable spike
in the number of aged, diseased, or generally unsuitable sheep being
delivered to the works. “WAMMCO will implement a fee for service
for producers delivering animals that were not fit to load, to cover
the associated costs of destruction and disposal,” he said.

A Fiery Start to 2020
New mutton processing technology and system upgrades, a strong
flow of lamb and mutton from members triggered by water and feed
shortages, a boosted Katanning workforce and sustained global
demand for WAMMCO product set the Co-operative for a record
start to 2020.
The mutton boning room commissioned at Katanning in 2019
continued to exceed expectations as Chinese demand for Australian
sheepmeats peaked in the wake of the collapse of China’s pork
industry in 2018/19, and uncertainty continued in the live sheep
export market.

Tony is celebrating 21 years as WAMMCO’s Katanning Plant Manager
in 2020. “We have seen some challenging times, some good times
and some great times, but leaving out the ongoing shortage of
livestock and pandemics, I do not believe we have ever seen the WA
industry in better shape,” he said.
World markets for red meat continue to mature with the stars
aligning particularly for lamb and mutton processors in Australia and
New Zealand. “On the domestic front red meat consumption has
remained resilient despite the retail price of beef and lamb rising by
93% and 162% respectively since 2000.” Tony said industrial stability
over the past decade or so represented one of the meat processing
industry’s most outstanding achievements.
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Katanning Saves its Meat
Works
WAMMCO, WA’s producer owned sheepmeats Co-operative,
volunteer firefighters, farmers, police, local government and
emergency services from Katanning and the region, all gained a
much more intimate insight into their different operations when
they came together early in February to take control of possibly the
region’s worst fire event.
Largely unreported by daily media, the Katanning fire burnt more
than 4,200 hectares of prime farmland, destroyed or damaged
houses, fences and property and trapped and threatened many
people as it was driven across many farms, down into and around
WAMMCO through the northern boundary of town, by high winds
and 40 degree heat.
As one of WA’s most intensive sheep and lamb production areas, in
the heart of the Great Southern, the farmers and firefighters were
able to contain thousands of potential sheep losses to barely 450
animals.
A number of fires on several fronts were originally held under
control by local volunteer brigades after they exploded south of
Woodanilling from a number of lightning strikes on Friday February
7. A formal strategy meeting on Saturday morning convened by
FESA and the Shire agreed to leave the system on high alert. Albany
DFES chief Rob Lakes and Katanning Shire/DFES Officer Cindy Pearce
visited WAMMCO after the meeting to update the site and strategy
plan for the works.
Soon afterwards Katanning volunteer fire chief Matt Kerin and his
deputies Norm Flugge and Geoff Stade declared a new emergency,
asking local police to call on Plant Manager Tony Bessell to evacuate
WAMMCO staff and contractors from the site.

Katanning Brigade Deputy Geoff Stade, Brigade Chief Matt Kerin,
WAMMCO’s Plant Manager Tony Bessell and Brigade Deputy Norm Flugge

local brigades and those as far away as Albany, Gingin and Margaret
River descended on Katanning during the peak of the fire and in the
aftermath to help with the cleaning up. They formed the vital
backup to a fleet of six fixed wing water bombers despatched from
Albany and Manjimup, that made a total of 70 water drops, an
helicopter that dropped 1.2 million litres of water on the fires from
the Katanning saleyards dam and the LAT bomber from its base at
Pearce with drops on both Friday and Saturday during the peak of
the fire.
Matt Kerin said working with such massive ‘firepower’ had been an
education for many volunteers and locals. “It was our role to clear
everyone from the path of the water bombers to avoid serious injury
from more than a tonne of falling water,” he said. The role of these
aircraft was to also assist visibility during impossible vision for
ground crews.

Emergency services worked post weekend to guide WAMMCO
workers past barricades back into the plant, assisting it to surge back
“The achievements of such a large group of people who came
into record production. WAMMCO CEO Coll MacRury said the
together to beat this fire over that weekend, were nothing short of
cooperative’s producer shareholders directors and staff had been
miraculous. Everyone seemed to have a role to play and did more
humbled by the degree of local support and resources dedicated to
than their share to avoid loss and injury. WAMMCO lost big
fighting one of the region’s worst fires.
sections of a new security fence, and was without power and water
A feature of saving the plant itself without disruption to the flow of
for a short time, but suffered no production downtime, loss of
prime product it sends around the globe, was that big numbers of
human life or livestock despite flames licking at our office
lambs and mutton in our large intensive holding paddocks had
complex”, Tony Bessell said.
remained safe during the peak of the fire. Those factors were a
Officer In Charge for Katanning, Woodanilling and Broomehill shire
combined bonus for our producers via high ongoing prices and our
brigades, Cindy Pearce said well over 300 volunteer firefighters from
ability to maintain adequate killing space during a dry, difficult
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period of heavy livestock supply.

MLA Peter Rundle to have the State Government apply for special
Disaster Recovery Funds for Katanning. However the State Minister
“WAMMCO agreed just before this fire to sponsor a local emergency
had yet to claim the funds, when for him to have done so would
services event. That is a catering role we will be playing with relish.
have met with widespread support.
We will also be seeking to ensure that close liaison and cooperation
with our emergency services continues and increases,” Mr MacRury Chris said the fire was the most intense many farmers had ever
said.
encountered, with hazards being increased by motorists trying to
use the highway despite zero visibility when farmers and fire fighters
were trying to use the roads.

Cindy Pearce, DFES/Shire Office for Katanning and Woodanilling

Close Shave For Chris

Chris and his father in law Ron Martinovich (front) were pictured working
roadside near WAMMCO Katanning with UK backpacker Ty Perkin (right on
ute) Gary Downsborough, Frank Longbottom of Rockingham and Kevin
Nettleton of Bunbury (left)

Market Update

Katanning farmer Chris Quartermaine lost around 50 km of fencing,
but relatively few sheep on his north Katanning property
‘Marracoonda’ – and at several early stages of the fire, feared for his
life. “At one point in the early stages of the fire, I was hosing down
highway verge when there was a sudden change of wind and the
flames came right over the top of me. The heat was so intense and
the wind changes so strong and frequent that I was lucky to
escape.”

Turbulent conditions surrounding the COVID-19 virus pandemic are
weighing heavily on global markets. All countries are reporting a
major slowdown in the restaurant and food service trade as
consumers become more restricted about eating out. At this stage
retail sales have been relatively steady, though with the growing
economic impact of the virus affecting jobs and incomes around the
world, there is serious concerns about future demand conditions in
this sector as well. As was experienced during the GFC, lamb
Later I was trying alone to hose down flames before they entered my consumption is sensitive to weak economic conditions and the
property. Several other units arrived and together we thought we
current situation is forecast to have a negative impact on demand
had contained the threat. Then a wind change turned the inferno
and consumption. Already there has been a significant impact to our
back into my farm incinerating a big section in minutes.
business in Dubai as a result of a fall in tourism. Similarly in North
America, demand for high value restaurant products such as
Chris said the post fire assistance he and other farmers had
received from Blazeaid, locals and emergency services had been a frenched racks is suffering. The situation is being closely monitored
legendary feature of their recovery.
An added challenge in the current situation has been a severe
Local farmers had also strongly supported efforts by local Nationals

disruption to airfreight services out of Perth and the rest of Australia
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with most airlines cutting back on passenger and cargo flights. It is
reported that over 700 flights per week from Australia have been
cancelled. Discussions are underway with government to help
maintain some level of service to our important markets. In the
meantime airfreight sales to some markets such as Canada and
Switzerland have been constrained.
Encouragingly, as Europe and North America have implemented
greater restrictions on activities, conditions in China have improved
and sales and shipping are steadily increasing. Funds from Chinese
banks are starting to flow and there has been a resumption of
shipping activities. Certainly there has been big influence on sales in
recent weeks due to Covid-19, though at the same time the impact of
swine flu on the availability of protein in the market cannot be
underestimated and there is real need for a resumption in supply of
sheepmeat.
The lower Australian dollar is providing good support for sales
revenue at time when livestock prices have been steadily rising.
Ongoing discussions and activities are underway to maintain strong
prices where possible, though this is becoming difficult in a market
that is increasingly nervous about the current and future impact of
COVID-19.

from China.
WAMMCO holds an enviable market position in this region with a
strong market share of chilled lamb cuts in the UAE, Saudi Arabia and
Jordan. Saudi Arabia in particular has seen significant growth during
the past 12 months, in part due to an increased focus on tourism in
the Kingdom and an opening up to more visitors.
Further marketing visits had been scheduled for South East Asia and
China in the coming months though with the outbreak of COVID-19
these plans have been put on hold.

Skins
We are currently in the middle of our shorn lambskin season. To
date, the quality has been good, with most skins ranging from short
wools to 1-2” with very few 2” plus skins at this stage. Most of the
short wools are destined for the cheap shoe linings trade. The
Russians are securing the better ¼ - 1” skins for mouton whilst all of
the “off wool” types that are not fine and dense and over ¾” are
mainly being processed for wool recovery purposes.
Due to strength of the wool market, we have seen large runs of bare
shorn mature sheep skins which are hard to sell and currently of no
commercial value. Once sheep skins are longer than ½ inch, most are
being bought by the Chinese on the basis of wool recovery who then
destroy the pelt. With COVID-19 now a world-wide pandemic, the
wool market has plummeted and hence so have the returns on the
better 1-2” and 2-3” Merino skins.
Chinese production levels have been restricted since the Chinese
New Year with tanneries just starting to regain workers following
government instructed lockdowns. But whilst China is starting to
recover the remainder of the world is dealing with COVID-19 thus
demand for finished product is at an all-time low. Until the rest of
the world gets the virus under control the skin market is not going to
move much in the foreseeable future.

WAMMCO staff (Albert Baker, second from left and Damien Giumelli, far
right) meeting with prospective new clients from Dubai at the Gulf Food

WAMMCO attended the Gulf Food trade fair in Dubai during
February. It was uncertain as to how many visitors would attend in
view of the COVID-19. However, it was pleasing to see that the fair
was well attended and positive meetings were held with all major
customers from across the region. The notable absence were visitors

New Call For Sheep Services
WA’s sheep industry are lifting the demand for sheep management
and handling services throughout the State.
Kojonup-based contractor Rob Sibley from Great Southern Livestock
said six years working with Craig and Liz Heggaton’s Evergreen
Grazing Company at Kojonup had taught him how to manage the
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performance based sheep production systems now sought by
increasing numbers of flock owners.
“I started administering slow release drench capsules for the
Patterson family’s Woolkabin stud at Woodanilling and ended up as
a contractor drenching, weaning, mustering and tagging well over
100,000 sheep last year,” Rob said.
“Large producers in the region now regularly have individual flocks
of more than 20,000 sheep drenched, dipped and clipped under
contract. “The potential to dramatically lift sheep production
numbers is probably at the most exciting stage it has ever been, and
I believe still has a long way to go.”
As proprietor of Great Southern Livestock Services with his wife
Jacinta, Rob Sibley said his operations now covered a broad area of
the Great Southern with services ranging from animal health,
(drenching, tagging, classing and weaning) to preparation of stud
animals for sale, strategies to assist commercial flocks to survive in
tough seasons, through to genetic advice and lifting lambing
percentages.

“All an owner needs to do is pen up his sheep and I do the rest. The
service is popular because it is competitive and targets the
important sheep jobs without stress or worry, and saves on the cost
of full time staff,” Rob said.

WAMMCO Title Returns To
Daybron
When David Millsteed of Daybron Farms, Wongan Hills became the
first prime lamb producer to win WAMMCO’s upgraded Producer of
the Month title in July 2016, his winning line of 464 Merino/White
Suffolk lambs was one of the first for some time to come from north
of Perth.
WAMMCO’s switch to a new ‘sweet spot’ criteria shifted the judging
emphasis to processing and marketing efficiencies from mid-2016,
bringing an increased number of members into the winners’ circle.
In July 2016, the Millsteed family’s large winning line of lambs
averaged 21.28kg with a return of $116.59 per head. This time, the
title went to a line of 129 lambs processed at Katanning on February
5 that averaged 23.44kg and returned nearly $50/hd more than their
2016 wining consignment.
“The price of lamb continues to be a bonus for those of us
fortunate enough to benefit from it,” David said last week.
“We are looking increasingly to WAMMCO and to the food
processing and marketing industry to lead government in making
sure that the delicate balances between supply and demand for
quality products such as lamb, are not damaged by the COVID-19
pandemic, or other unforeseen global threats.”
For their part, David, wife Robin and sons Bryce (26) and Mason (23)
continue to maintain a farming balance of 65% cropping of wheat,
barley, lupins and hay with a breeding flock of 4,800 Merino ewes, of
which 1500 are mated to their own White Suffolk rams. Merino
genetics are promoted within the Mocardy Poll Merino stud they
established about 15 years ago.

Rob Sibley of Great Southern Livestock

He has invested in a state-of-the-art sheep handler that enables him
with his dogs to drench about 600 sheep an hour. Clients are
impressed by his passion for livestock and for his knowledge and
professionalism in caring for them.

David and Mason, who manages the livestock operation, have
welcomed their shift to July lambing, because of the reduced need
for hand feeding and the benefits of a later turn-off, to their farming
program. They have also embraced pregnancy testing, running
smaller flocks in numerous belts of shade trees as upgrades that are
also paying dividends.
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The Unseen Costs of Animal
Welfare Non-compliance
As a widespread, multi-participant sector providing food for domestic
and world markets, the red meat industry expects and supports
appropriate levels of regulation. Responsible, consistent and
effective standards add stability to the industry and assist ongoing
operation in some marketplaces against strong competition.
State and Territory governments have primary responsibility for laws
and processes for animal welfare and cruelty prevention. The
Dalkeith clover continues to underwrite their pasture base with
Federal Government leads trade and international agreements
recent additions of Serradella Margarita, whilst a series of ten, 3relating to animal welfare and associated matters. As a general
hectare feeding paddocks, carefully developed with special shade
principle, any person with animals in their care is responsible for
strips, keep pressure off their pastures after germination.
ensuring they protect the welfare of those animals, and seek expert
“We have found that lambs need plenty of shade to maintain health assistance where needed.
and growth rates, especially at critical times of the year.”
To be compliant with Shareholder, Customer and Social Licence
David Millsteed & son Mason, Producers of the Month, Feb, 2020

They are passionate about breeding top quality wool and decided to
team their plain-bodied, long wool stapled Merinos ewes with White
Suffolks in their crossbreeding program after a number of years of
comparing several breeds.
“The White Suffolks produce quality wool and meat and I believe
they have a more appealing fat content than some of the leaner
breeds we were producing a few years ago,” David said. “They are
also at the high end of our 95-110% average annual lambing and are
relatively easy sheep to manage.”
Jeff Brennan of Elders Wongan Hills continues to assist with the
breeding and marketing program on Daybron Farms, also assisting
with transport for the annual lamb consignments as well as flock
replacement. Personal liaison between WAMMCO and the Millsteed
family on their lamb enterprise has also been carried out by Wayne
Radford for many years.
David said other farmers often commented that he was lucky to have
competent sons who were prepared to take over and progress the
family farming enterprise. He said his elder son Bryce was very
passionate about cropping innovations and getting the most profit
per hectare whilst not damaging soil properties. His youngest son
Mason was equally passionate about stock production and the
business workings of the farm.
“As I learnt from my father and grandfather – If you do it properly,
it’s not hard,” he said.

expectations, WAMMCO has sourced and completed training at
tertiary level for our livestock handlers with assistance of the onsite
Department of Agriculture, Water and the Environment Veterinarian.
This enables them to undertake ante mortem inspection of livestock,
and suitably assess stock condition whilst unloading and prior to
presenting for slaughter.
What happens if an animal is deemed unfit to transport and is
presented to the livestock team?
If the animal is suffering severe visible distress or injury it is
immediately sent for priority slaughter or humanely slaughtered.
This decision is made in consultation with the on plant veterinarian.
Animals diagnosed with cancers, multiple lesions or emaciated or
fevered carcases, which fall into the category of distress and injury
will not be acceptable for human consumption, humanely
slaughtered and rated NCV (No Commercial Value).
The humanely slaughtered carcase is then taken to the onsite burial
pit and covered with a 25mm barrier of top soil, as per Department
of Water and Environmental Regulation licence requirement.
Depending on the nature of the injury an animal welfare incident
report is completed and sent to Department of Primary Industries
and Regional Development (DPIRD) livestock compliance.
Livestock compliance unit review the incident report and deal with it
according to DPIRD protocols.
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provision of a burial pit as per DWER regulations including
composition and distance from groundwater sources).
Administration costs for preparing and transmitting the Animal
Welfare Incident report.
The biggest cost is a potential one, but the damage to WAMMCO’s
brand for accepting unfit stock is uncountable. We cannot be seen
to support any form of animal cruelty or accept “cull” stock.
The reality is that the combined total for diagnosing and
disposition of one NCV carcase could be as much as $100.00, and as
a result due to a recent increase of animal welfare incidents,
WAMMCO will be introducing a disposal fee of $25.00.
Our protocol will be:
We remain professional in identifying unfit livestock and base
outcomes on industry standards.
We will not act in an overzealous manner.
All NCV animals will have an Australian Government condemn
certificate issued by the on-plant veterinarian.
All NCV animals have images taken and logged against a NVD or lot
number, which will be available to the producer on request.
All cases must be seen as a reportable animal welfare incident and
WAMMCO livestock team will inform the producer in advance of any
animal welfare issues raised.
The introduction of the disposal fee will commence for livestock
processed from Monday 20th April 2020.
For further information please contact livestock@wammco.com.au
In-grown horn in the eye and large cancers are two examples of livestock not
fit to load and thus would attract the new WAMMCO disposal fee

The cost so far:
Certified training of Livestock Handlers.
Unloading and process interruptions to segregate, treat or
humanely slaughter unfit livestock.
Hourly cost for onsite veterinarian to process, photograph and
decide disposition.

NEW NVD
WAMMCO members are to be advised that an updated Livestock
Protection Assurance National Vendor Declaration version for all
species of livestock will be available for use from 1st July 2020.
The NVD communicates the food safety of every animal every time it
moves along the value chain—between properties, to saleyards or to
processors. The NVD also acts as a movement documentation
throughout the value chain.

Disruption to kill agendas, chiller loading patterns and feedback
sheet data (including the possibility of errors).

The current NVD version (identified by version number S0413) will
continue to be accepted until 31st December 2020. After that only
Disposal, burial and coverage of destroyed stock. (Not including the the new version (number 0720) will be accepted.
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Members are reminded that under the MLA Accelerated Adoption
Initiative, there will be no cost for NVD books until 30/6/2021.
For members wishing to move away from the paper trail, WAMMCO
also accepts the eNVD.

DEXA
WAMMCO international will be the fifth Australian sheep meat
processing plant to install at Dual Energy X-Ray Absorptiometry
(DEXA) unit. The DEXA unit has been widely used in the medical
industry to measure bone density and body fat composition. Now
with the support of Meat and Livestock Australia and Advanced
Livestock Management Technologies, DEXA is used in processing
plants as an objective tool to measure carcase composition (lean,
fat, bone) at chain speed.
Whilst other Australian processors have installed the DEXA unit as a
key component of robotic boning room automated cutting,
WAMMCO will install the DEXA unit at the end of the slaughter floor
to enable enhanced grower feedback on the quality of carcases
being processed as well as assisting in pre-chiller carcase sorting.

WAMMCO members will have the opportunity in the future to
receive individual carcase feedback with a hook tracking system
being linked to electronic ear tags. This will provide members
improved feedback to enable better genetic, nutrition and overall
husbandry management decisions.
With lean meat yield being highly correlated with poor eating

DEXA image of a lamb carcase

quality, WAMMCO will work with leading Australian meat scientists
who are already looking into various genetics, hyperspectral
cameras and probes to ensure that any direction taken with lean
meat yield isn’t at the cost of overall eating quality.
A ban on visits to WAMMCO’s Katanning plant for all but essential
services has caused the co-operative to postpone latter stages of
commissioning the new DEXA system of livestock data recording.
The commissioning will be delayed until the COVID-19 threat
subsides and site visits can return to normal. Rob Davidson said
producers would be kept up to date with details of the DEXA
commissioning. In the meantime they were advised to keep
themselves abreast of electronic tags and other systems that would
ultimately link with the new DEXA measurement service.

Lairage Reminders
WAMMCO livestock receival times are

Requirements

Presentation of livestock

Mon—Thurs

5:30am—3pm



Stock must have correct coloured ear tag



Don’t crutch over the top of the tail

Fri, Sun & public holidays

6:30am—noon



Use pink tags for all transactional stock



Crutch faecal and urine stains

If you are experiencing any problems with
deliveries please contact James Ferguson on
0418758219.



Accurately complete NVDs



Don’t send wet fly blown stock



Adhere to ESIs for any animal treatments



All stock must be “fit to load”

Perth office

T: 92620999

F: 93550961

Katanning office

T: 98219000

F 98212731

WAMMCO livestock contacts or
contact your local agent

Peter Krupa
0427810613

Wayne Radford
0429944733

Disclaimer

E: info@wammco.com.au
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Rob Davidson
0429380195

Alison Addis (bookings)
98219027 / 1800199197

WAMMCO International makes no representation as to the accuracy of any information or advice contained in the
LambLine newsletter and excludes all liabilities as a result by any person acting on such information or advice.
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